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Abstract

Stance in scientific writing has been a major focus of attention. However, studies on stance in the research article abstracts have been relatively scarce in Turkey compared to those in other academic prose. Abstracts contain various sections in which information on the purpose, method, results, and conclusions of the study is presented to promote the study and to attract readers’ attention. In this respect, the abstract foregrounds the main findings and serves a promotional purpose (Hyland & Tse, 2005). By comparing abstracts written by Turkish and native writers of English, this paper tries to explore how academic writers from different scientific communities construct author’s stance in research article abstracts. In particular, the present study attempts to analyze lexi-co-grammatical features in research article abstracts focusing specifically on stance adverbs. Stance adverbs (clearly, probably, apparently) present the attitude or assessment of the speaker/writer with respect to the proposition (Biber, 2006). The corpus consists of 240 abstracts from the disciplines of sociology, psychology, linguistics, physics, chemistry and biology. The results revealed significant differences in the total number of stance adverbs. Native writers of English employed more stance adverbs in their abstracts than Turkish writers. Differences were also found of stance adverbs in soft and hard sciences. Academic writers in the soft sciences used more stance adverbs in their abstracts. Considering variations in scientific discourse across cultures and disciplines, the results of the study may have some pedagogical implications for academic writing courses.
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1. Introduction

Scientific discourse contains unique grammatical structures that construe scientific knowledge and reshape human experience (Halliday, 1994; Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999). Studies analyzing the distinctive features of scientific discourse (e.g. Hyland, 1998, 2001, 2002; Hyland & Tse, 2004; Swales, 1990, 2004) and the possible impact of language or discipline (e.g. Bazerman, 1985, 1988; Breivega et al., 2002; Dahl, 2004; Duszak, 1994; Mauranen, 1993; Moreno, 2004) have revealed that scientific language reflects the culture of the discourse community. To be precise, the cultural and social norms affect the way scientists reflect their world and the ways they develop logical reasoning. Each discourse community “employs its institutional discourse, its way of describing and categorizing a problem” (Reeves, 2005: p. 99). Taking this view, a large number of studies have been carried out on the research article (RA) focusing on its rhetorical and lexico-grammatical features (e.g. Hyland, 1996, 1999; Yakhontova, 2002; Chang & Schleppegrell, 2011).

The great majority of the research articles (RAs) contain an informative abstract in which writers are expected to highlight the purpose, methodology, results, and conclusions of their study “to persuade readers that the article is worth reading” (Hyland, 2000: p. 64). Thus, abstracts involve rhetorical patterns (Hyland & Tse, 2005), and they are “a valuable source for investigating the cultural causes and consequences of linguistic and rhetorical differences across languages” (Van Bonn & Swales, 2007: p. 95). In this respect, although abstracts are still defined as “an accompany” (Swales & Feak, 2009) of the RAs, it is one of the prerequisites of any RA which is to be published. Given this development, this part-genre has attracted considerable attention in recent years and studies on its rhetorical structure (e.g. Graetz, 1985; Swales, 1990; Salager-Meyer, 1992; Bhatta, 1993; Santos, 1996; Hucin, 2001; Lorés, 2004; Cross & Oppenheim, 2006; Galebiowski, 2009) as well as contrastive studies focusing on discipline and/or culture (e.g. Ventola, 1994; Melander, Swales, & Fredrickson, 1997; Hyland, 2000; Martin-Martin, 2002; Stotesbury, 2003; Martin-Martin & Burgess, 2004; Yakhontova, 2002, 2006; Van Bonn & Swales, 2007) have been carried out. These studies have found that writers’ selective representation of their articles in the abstracts through various patterns of rhetorical moves is determined by how they think they can best convince others, especially members in their discipline, the value of their work, and that the general patterns of writers’ choices often vary across disciplines (Hyland, 2000).

There have been numerous studies on scientific discourse in Turkey (e.g. Oktar, 1991; Huber & Uzun, 2000; Uzun & Huber, 2002; Yarar, 2001; Emeksiz, 2009, 2015; Doyuran, 2009; Kavanoz & Simsek, 2013; Akbas, 2012b, 2014; Bayyurt & Akbas, 2014; Yagiz & Demir, 2015); however, compared to the vast number of studies in other countries, there are few studies on research article abstracts (Ekoç, 2008; Çakır, 2011; Akbaş, 2012a; Çandarlı, 2012; Çakır & Kansu-Yetkiner, 2012; Fidan & Çakır, 2012; Kafes, 2009, 2012; Uysal & Akpinar, 2008; Onur Ýzdemir & Longo, 2014; Uysal, 2014; Çakır & Fidan, 2015; Uysal, 2012) written by Turkish academic writers. Kafes (2009) examined modal verbs in research articles as well as in abstracts written by Turkish, Spanish and American academic writers to determine how academic writers construct authorial stance in their research articles published in international journals. Kafes (2009) found similarities as well as some differences in the distribution of the modal verbs across the different parts in the research articles he examined. The findings indicated that writer stance in the research article is mainly guided by the norms of the international discourse community, but also by the local discourse community. Similarly, Uysal and Akpinar (2008) compared English abstracts written by different academic writers. The study examined indirectness markers (disclaimers, hedges and hedging devices, discourse particles, demonstratives and passive voice) in conference abstracts produced by Turkish and Indian academic writers. While Akbaş (2012a), Ekoç (2008) and Onur Özdemir & Longo (2014) examined metadiscourse markers in abstracts, Çakır & Fidan (2015) and Kafes (2012) focused on the rhetorical organization of abstracts. The findings of these studies revealed variations across abstracts.

In view of the fact that studies on abstracts in Turkey have been relatively scarce compared with the numerous investigations carried out on research articles, the present study attempts to extend the literature on abstracts by offering a comparison of English journal abstracts in terms of the use of stance adverbs. This study sets out to explore the extent to which native and non-native writers in the social and natural sciences use stance adverbs to construct scientific meaning and a writer’s stance in the abstracts of their papers.

1.1. Stance in Academic Discourse

The concept of stance has been examined by different researchers under different terms and definitions. Stance
is defined as “a textual voice”, conveying the attitudinal manner of the writer (Hyland, 2001: p. 176). Similarly, Conrad and Biber (2000) identifies stance as attitudinal stance which reflects the writer’s attitude towards an issue, event, or person. Thus, authorial stance presents writers’ viewpoints on the components of their work they introduce. Biber (1988) describes stance as “the ways in which an author or speaker overtly expresses attitudes, feelings, judgments, or commitment concerning the message” (p. 204). In other words, linguistic expressions of stance serve to convey how certain the writers feel and also what perspective they take towards a proposition (Biber, 2006). In this respect, Jaffe (2009) points out that taking a stance is observed in every human communication and even establishing a neutral point of view is evidence of stance. Considering the importance of stance, Hyland (2005) proposes a set of concepts in the process of examining stance-taking. These concepts are evidentiality, hedging and boosters.

Research on academic discourse has also shown that soft science and hard science writers interact differently with their readers (Hyland, 1998, 2001). Soft sciences comprise disciplines such as psychology, sociology, linguistics and political sciences and are also called social sciences. Hard sciences, on the other hand, include disciplines such as physics, chemistry and biology and they are labeled as physical or natural sciences. Becher (1989) maintains that knowledge production in soft and hard sciences is carried out differently. While writers in hard sciences reveal objectivity, authors in soft sciences demonstrate greater subjectivity. Thus, there is an impersonalized voice in hard sciences and a personalized stance in the soft sciences.

The ways writers construct their authorial stance in their writings are very highly related to the choice of the stance expressions. For example, author’s stance can be established through the use of special classes of verbs (Thompson & Ye, 1991; Hunston, 1994; Hyland, 2002), adverbials (Biber & Finegan, 1988; Biber et al., 1999; Conrad & Biber, 2000), hedges (Hyland, 1996) and metadiscourse features (Hyland, 2002, 2004). Thus, many studies have examined the use of different types of grammatical expressions to determine author’s stance in-scientific discourse in particularly academic research articles (e.g. Hyland, 1998, 1999, 2005; Hunston & Thompson, 2000; Conrad & Biber, 2000; Silver, 2003; Getkham, 2016) and abstracts (e.g. Stotesbury, 2003; Hyland & Tse, 2005; Ekoc, 2008; Çakir, 2011; Ahmad & Mehrjooseresht, 2012).

1.2. Stance Adverbs as the Grammatical Expression of Stance

Stance adverbs are widely used in academic discourse, and “speakers use stance adverbs to convey their judgments and attitudes, to claim the factual nature of what they are saying, and to mark exactly how they mean their utterances to be understood” (Biber et al., 1999: pp. 766-767). Stance adverbs have been studied exclusively or together with other linguistic expressions within the fields of discourse analysis (Hoye, 1997; Stubbs, 1986) hedging (Hyland, 1998) mitigation (Fraser, 1980; Holmes, 1984) evidentiality (Chafe, 1986) evaluation (Hunston & Thompson, 2000) appraisal (Martin & White, 2005). In particular, studies carried out by Biber and Finegan (1988, 1989), and Fraser (1996) among others, have specifically focused on stance adverbs. The classifications proposed in all these studies, however, do not overlap and the adverbs are studied under various labels such as “disjuncts”, “adjuncts”, and “markers”.

The classification of adverbs reflecting stance proposed by Biber (2006) were used to analyze the stance adverbs of academic writers in this study. As shown in Figure 1, Biber et al. (1999) and Biber (2006) distinguish four main types of stance adverbs namely: epistemic adverbs (certainty adverbs, likelihood adverbs), attitude adverbs and style adverbs. Epistemic adverbs present the speaker’s comments about the status of information in a proposition and indicate the certainty or doubt. In this group, certainty adverbs denote that the writer commits him/herself to the truth of the proposition expressed in the utterance. Thus, by using an uncertainty adverb, the writer asserts the truth of the proposition. In contrast, likelihood adverbs are used when the writer makes judgment on the truth value of the proposition and usually indicate a doubt. Attitude adverbs report personal attitudes or feelings. Style adverbs, on the other hand, indicate comments on the communication itself (Biber et al., 1999: pp. 972-975). Style adverbs are employed to comment on the manner of presenting information. They are usually used to strengthen the truth-value of a proposition or claim (Hinkel, 2003).

Even though I have employed the classification of stance adverbs of Biber et al. (1999) for exploring the linguistic realization of stance, I have departed from it in some respect. First, I look at single word adverbs alone. Secondly, underepistemic adverbs I include also domain adverbs such as biologically, chemically, theoretically. Domain adverbs are also among lexico-grammatical features conveying stance and projecting evaluations. These adverbs reflect comments conveying commitment to the propositional content. By specifying a field within a
proposition, the writer signals that the degree of probability of the proposition is the highest (Tseronis, 2009: p. 59).

Within the framework outlined above, this study aims to investigate cultural and genre-based influences on the use of stance adverbs by comparing research article abstracts published in leading Turkish and English journals of linguistics, sociology, psychology, physics, chemistry and biology. Specifically, this paper seeks to answer the following two research questions:

- Are there any similarities/differences in the use of stance adverbs between abstracts written by native and non-native academic writers of English?
- Are there any similarities/differences in the use of stance adverbs in the soft and hard sciences?

2. Methodology

2.1. Construction of Subcorpora

To address the above research questions, academic article abstracts in six different disciplines were collected. Three of these disciplines represent the soft sciences (sociology, psychology and linguistics) and the other three disciplines represent the hard sciences (physics, chemistry and biology).

Abstracts written in English were randomly compiled from journal articles. Only original research articles were included in the corpus and other contents in the form of other genres, such as editorials, book reviews, short research notes, systematic reviews were disregarded. Abstracts written both by Anglo-American and Turkish writers were selected from journals by professional disciplinary associations. Abstracts by native English writers have been selected where the author is presumed to be a native speaker. They had to be written by scholars based in Anglo-American Universities. Abstracts by Turkish writers had to be written by scholars based in Turkish Universities. All the abstracts were taken from the publication period of 2005-2009.

Two subcorpora were constructed: 1) the E-ORI subcorpus (i.e., English abstracts written by Anglo-American authors published in English journals), and 2) the E-TR subcorpus (i.e., English abstracts written by Turkish authors published in English journals). Thus, the corpora contain English abstracts written by Anglo-American and Turkish writers, which gives us the possibility of comparisons, to determine if the lexico-grammatical choices made by academic writers present variations in the lexico-grammatical choices made by academic writers. Table 1 summarizes descriptive information about the two subcorpora.

In contrastive studies, a similar number of corpus was chosen in order to validate the findings. As illustrated in Table 1, 20 abstracts were randomly selected from six disciplines. Thus, a total number of 240 abstracts were analyzed in this study. Since the number of clauses and size vary across texts, once the abstracts were selected, stance adverbs were counted using the word as a unit of measurement. The number of words in the corpus is given in Table 2.
Table 1. Descriptive information on the subcorpora.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disciplines</th>
<th>English Abstracts written by English writers (native writers)</th>
<th>English Abstracts written by Turkish writers (non-native writers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>240 abstracts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of words in the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstracts</th>
<th>Number of total words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Abstracts written by English writers</td>
<td>18,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Abstracts written by Turkish writers</td>
<td>17,206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35,760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Data Analysis

After the selection, abstracts were analyzed in terms of the frequency of stance adverbs in abstracts. Thus, in each abstract, the occurrences of stance adverbs were identified and classified.

Descriptive statistics were used to find the frequencies and averages of authorial stance employed throughout the abstracts. The present study analyzed two subcorpora and to assess the difference between abstracts MINITAB release version 14.12.0 were used in analyzing the data and the critical alpha value was set at 0.05 for this investigation. Significant $p$-values ($p < 0.05$) are highlighted in grey in tables displaying scores.

3. Results

3.1. Total Number of Adverbs

In the present study, five stance adverb types in abstracts were analyzed in six different disciplines. Figure 2 presents the raw numbers of stance adverbs across abstracts written by Turkish and native academic writers.

Figure 2 illustrates that the use of stance adverbs showed a varying distribution across abstracts. The present corpora have shown no cases of certainty adverbs. Style adverbs are the most frequent stance adverb type in all texts. According to the statistical analysis, there was no significance on the use of likelihood adverbs ($p = 0.423 > 0.05$), domain adverbs ($p = 0.832 > 0.05$), attitude adverbs ($p = 0.427 > 0.05$), and style adverbs ($p = 0.373 > 0.05$). However, the difference in the total number of stance adverbs between native and non-native writers was statistically significant ($p = 0.001 < 0.05$). Native writers used more stance adverbs in their abstracts.

3.2. Distribution of Adverbs in Hard and Soft Sciences

The present study also compared abstracts in two different academic communities. Figure 3 gives the findings on the use of the five stance adverbs in soft and hard sciences. The analysis revealed that the abstracts in the soft sciences contained more stance adverbs than those in hard sciences. Both the native and non-native academic writers in soft sciences showed a greater tendency toward the use of style adverbs, followed by the use of attitude adverbs. The highest proportion of stance adverb use from all the texts in the corpus is in the abstracts by native writers in soft sciences.

In abstracts written by Turkish authors, no significance was found on the use of likelihood adverbs ($p =$
In abstracts of native writers, the difference between likelihood adverbs ($p = 0.143 > 0.05$), domain adverbs ($p = 0.371 > 0.05$), attitude adverbs ($p = 0.104 > 0.05$), and style adverbs ($p = 0.931 > 0.05$) in soft and hard sciences was not significant. Additionally, no significance was found on the total number of stances adverbs between soft and hard sciences ($p = 0.076 > 0.05$).

### 3.3. Distribution of Adverbs across Six Disciplines

Frequency of stance adverbs in each discipline was small, thus formal statistical analysis could not be applied separately on each discipline. However, raw numbers of the frequency of adverbs in each discipline are given in Figure 4 to provide a general picture of how frequently stance adverbs were employed across different disciplines. Disciplinary differences were also found in terms of the distribution of stance adverbs. Disciplines representing the social sciences showed a higher frequency of adverbs. Figure 4 summarizes the results of the frequency distribution of stance adverbs across disciplines.
4. Discussion

The findings of the study revealed a divergence in the use of stance adverbs by native and non-native writers. In response to the first research question, the results indicated that native writers employed stance adverbs, especially *style adverbs* more than Turkish writers in their abstracts. *Style adverbs* reflect the comment on the manner of presenting information. They serve to strengthen the truth-value of a proposition or claim (Hinkel, 2003). The findings suggest that Anglo-American writers overall favor the use of *style adverbs*. Thus, the authorial presence is stronger in abstracts written by native writers. It appears that compared to Anglo-American writers, Turkish writers comment less extensively on their research and they are less likely to emphasize their role as researchers. As a result, these results suggest that Turkish academic writers significantly underused stance adverbs and adopted a less clearly independent stance. Thus, in the light of these findings it can be concluded that native and non-native academic writers employ different strategies in conveying authorial stance in their writings. These results are rather similar to those obtained in previous studies (Melander, Swales, & Fredrickson, 1997; Martin-Martín, 2002; Hinkel, 2003; Kafes, 2009; Chang & Schleppegrell, 2011; Çakır, 2011; Çandarlı, 2012; Ülker Eser, 2012; Önder Özdemir & Longo, 2014; Uysal, 2014; Yaşğız & Demir, 2014, 2015) comparing different scientific communities.

In response to the second research question, i.e., whether there were differences in the use of stance adverbs between soft and hard sciences, the results demonstrated that the frequency of stance adverbs was higher in the soft sciences than in hard sciences. This phenomenon seems to indicate that hard sciences and soft sciences use different strategies in presenting scientific meaning. While the hard sciences tends to build knowledge on the basis of experimental observation and evidence, soft sciences seeks for alternative ways to construct scientific knowledge. Thus, in social sciences the academic writer has to draw on different linguistic devices for reasoning and validating his/her point of view. In this respect, disciplines representing the social sciences displayed a higher frequency of stance adverbs. From these results, it can be concluded that there might be different disciplinary norms for using lexico-grammatical features like stance adverbs across disciplines. These findings are in line with previous research (Samraj, 2002; Stotesbury, 2003; Yakhontova, 2006; Çakır, 2011) comparing disciplines.

Overall, the results of the study indicate that differences in the use of stance adverbs reflect culture-bound variations between the Turkish and English writing community. As Yakhontova (2002, 2006) argues, in the English international discourse community, the academic writer tries to “sell” his/her research. Régent (1985)
and Bachschmidt (1999) on the other hand, point to culture-bound variations by referring to “what” and “why” distinction. In this view, “English abstracts focus on arguing a point” and give emphasis to “why the study is important” to support the argument of the study (Van Bonn & Swales, 2007: p. 108). However, local scientific communities tend to emphasize facts and inform, that is, “tell” the reader “what the study is about” and the presence of the writer is left implicit (Yakhontova, 2002; Van Bonn & Swales, 2007). In this respect, as a local discourse community, Turkish scientific language seems to show a tendency to “tell about the study”, so the writers do not attempt to promote his/her study; but rather presents his/her data and informs the reader about the study in his/her abstract.

Although the study was able to answer the questions posed, there were some limitations. The first limitation of this study was that the English abstracts of native speakers were randomly chosen from the web sites of the academic journals according to the authors’ affiliations and names. It cannot ensure that the English abstracts are written by authentic native speakers of English. Another limitation was that there was no Turkish data to use for comparison. Further research could include the abstracts written in Turkish in order to help cross-reference the results. Increasing the corpus could give researchers a better understanding of author’s stance in academic discourse. The next limitation is that this study analyzed abstracts in six disciplines. Further research could be done covering more disciplines. Since academic writing is different across soft and hard sciences, it could be important to understand how academic authors are creating their voice and whether it is appropriate within that discipline. Thus, combining both the Turkish data and a larger data size could create a well-rounded study. The study was also limited in that it focused only on stance adverbs. In order to get a full understanding of how academic writers construct stance in their writing, other lexico-grammatical features of academic discourse should be analyzed. This type of analysis will allow the academic writer to fully understand what the academic discourse is attempting to accomplish through the grammar. Lastly, this study is restricted to analysis of abstracts; therefore the findings of this study may not apply to other genres of academic writing.

Although these limitations show that this research is far from finished, it can help academic writers understand how they construct stance in their writing. Learning the features of academic discourse can help writers understand how language works in any academic setting. This type of awareness would give academic writers a repertoire of voices that they would be able to choose from depending on the type of writing they needed to create and could help them integrate better into the academic community.

5. Conclusion

Stance adverbs are important linguistic resources employed by academic writers to interact with the reader and to indicate the degree of certainty about the presented information. Thus, they provide communicative strategies for increasing or reducing the force of statements. This study examined stance adverbs in abstracts written by Turkish and Anglo-American academic writers to determine how academic writers constructed author stance within their scientific community. Furthermore, it also tried to find out whether there were any differences in the soft and hard sciences in the use of stance adverbs.

The overall results obtained in this study suggest that there are obvious differences between the use of stance adverbs by native writers and non-native Turkish writers.

The analysis of abstracts has revealed that native writers employ stance adverbs to emphasize their role as researchers. The comparison of abstracts in the soft and hard sciences showed a preference of stance adverbs in the soft sciences. Considering variations in scientific discourse across cultures and disciplines, the results of the study may have some pedagogical implications for academic writing courses.

Although much remains to be done to better understand the linguistic resources that convey stance, this study tried to shed some light into how non-native and native writers use stance adverbs to construe their stance and comment on their research. Further studies are needed to verify the role of grammatical expressions on authorial stance in academic discourse.
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